The Visualizer V 2.8 for the Yamaha 02R
supports Yamaha Firmware 1.x to 2.02

exciting news!

Whats new in Visualizer for 02R V2.8?

New! The Surround Editor*

Just move the red sphere with a mouse or a
PC-Joystick over the blue plane.

Commit to Automix:
With this function an oscillation
can be directly written into an
automix file. First choose a
yamaha specific trajectory, then
enter your start and endtime and
the number of oscilations and
press Commit to automix!
Due to the new online automix
feature, the result can be directly
monitored on the 02R , without
first being copied into its automix
memory!!

Ribbon Control!
The Ribbon Contro lets you easily work with
yamaha trajectories.
the moving of Ribbon to the left or the right
makes the sound move along these paths.
When the OSC-Button is depressed, the
sound will move automatically and the
Ribbon Control sets the oscillating frequency
of it.

New! The Patchbay*

- all patch windows clearly arranged in only one window
- easy click with your mouse to patch
- use in on- and offline Editing
- extensive Reset posibilities

New! extended Szene-Manager
With the Scene-Manager scenes can be
easily copied, erased and grouped.
The Scene-Manager reads and writes
directly into the scene library of the 02R
.Empty spaces can be erased as quickly
as new scenes will be inserted.

New! The ONLINE Automix Editor

Automix Preferences
Öpens the automix
Preferences
Online Active Taste
Starts / stopps the online
Automix (or activates/
deactivates the „ready“
function.

External Sync Enable
If this button is depressed,
an external Sync (at the
02R) is recognized, and an
online Automix will run, as
soon as the sync comes in.

Direct Access Button
If this button is depressed, an
automix-cursor move will affect
the console settings allway
being updated to the actual
location of the cursor. 8this
includes all scene and library
recalls!!!)

With Visualizer Version 2.8 it is also possible to dynamically
automate parameters, which are NOT included in the
yamaha dynamic automation such as:
All Aux- and Busmasters,
some Dynamicsparameters,
some Effektsparameters,
Digital Attenuators, and
Channel Delays...

